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The cover time of a random walk in affiliation networks
Mindaugas Bloznelis∗ Jerzy Jaworski† Katarzyna Rybarczyk†‡
Abstract
Many known networks have structure of affiliation networks, where each of n
network’s nodes (actors) selects an attribute set from a given collection of m at-
tributes and two nodes (actors) establish adjacency relation whenever they share a
common attribute. We study behaviour of the random walk on such networks. For
that purpose we use commonly used model of such networks – random intersection
graph. We establish the cover time of the simple random walk on the binomial ran-
dom intersection graph G(n,m, p) at the connectivity threshold and above it. We
consider the range of n,m, p where the typical attribute is shared by (stochastically)
bounded number of actors.
keywords: complex networks, information networks, random graph, random walk,
cover time.
MSC-class: 05C81, 05C80, 05C82, 91D30.
1 Introduction and results
1.1 Motivation
Many known networks, such as for example sensor networks with random key predistri-
bution, internet network, WWW, social networks, have apparent or hidden structure of
affiliation networks (see [9]). In an affiliation network each node (actor) is prescribed a
finite set of attributes and two actors establish adjacency relation whenever they share a
common attribute. For example, in the sensor networks with random key predistribution
two sensors are connected, when they have a randomly prescribed key in common, in
film actor network two actors are adjacent if they have played in the same movie, in the
collaboration network two scientists are adjacent if they have co-authored a publication.
The structure of the affiliation network with actors and attributes might be hidden ([9]).
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However it is plausible that the structure of actors and attributes determines the form of
various networks including complex networks such as social networks, internet network,
WWW.
Random walks are a standard tool of data collection in large networks. We analyse
the behaviour of a random walk on affiliation networks. More precisely we study the cover
time of such random walk on the binomial random intersection graph, which is commonly
used theoretical model of affiliation networks. The cover time, i.e., the expected time
needed to visit all vertexes of the network, is a fundamental characteristic of a random
walk. We establish the first order asymptotics for the cover time of the binomial random
intersection graph. Our results are mathematically rigorous. They are inspired by the
fundamental study by Cooper and Frieze [5, 6] of the cover time of the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi
random graph, where edges are inserted independently at random.
One of the motivations of our work is an analysis of the influence of clustering on the
behaviour of a random walk. This is because an important feature of affiliation networks
and complex networks is the clustering property, i.e., the tendency of nodes to cluster
together by forming relatively small groups with a high density of ties within a group
[12]. We are interested in whether and how the clustering property affects the random
walk performance, i.e. for how long a random walk might be “stuck” in a small tight
“community” of nodes.
It is interesting and technically challenging problem to determine the cover time of the
connected component of more general models of random intersection graphs. The most
intersecting models would be for example wireless sensor networks [13, 21] or random
intersection graph models with non-vanishing clustering coefficient and power law degree
distribution [2, 20].
1.2 The model
In this article we analyse the random intersection graph model introduced in [11], see also
[8]. It was studied in the context of random walks already in [14] however only partial
results were obtained.
In this section we define the random graph model G(n,m, p). We let n,m → ∞ and
use the asymptotic notation o(·), O(·), Ω(·), Θ(·),  explained in [10]. The phrase “with
high probability” will mean that the probability of the event under consideration tends
to one as n,m tend to infinity.
The binomial random intersection graph G(n,m, p) with vertex set V of size n is defined
using an auxiliary set of attributesW of size m. Every vertex v ∈ V is assigned a random
set of attributes W(v) ⊂ W and two vertexes u, v ∈ V become adjacent whenever they
share a common attribute, i.e., W(u) ∩W(v) 6= ∅. We assume that events w ∈ W(v) are
independent and have (the same) probability p.
Noting that every set V(w) = {v : w ∈ W(v)} ⊂ V of vertexes sharing an attribute
w ∈ W induces a clique in the intersection graph we can represent G(n,m, p) as a union
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of m randomly located cliques. The sizes |V(w)|, w ∈ W , of these cliques are independent
binomial random variables with the common distribution Bin (n, p).
In this paper we assume that the expected size of the typical clique E|V(w)| = np =
Θ(1). Furthermore, we focus on the connectivity threshold, which for G(n,m, p) is defined
by the relation
(1) mp(1− e−np) = lnn,
see [16], [19]. Namely, for an = mp(1 − e−np) − lnn tending to +∞ the probability that
G(n,m, p) is connected is 1− o(1). For an → −∞ this probability is o(1). Hence we will
assume below that m = Θ(n lnn).
1.3 Main result and related results
We recall that given a connected graph G with the vertex set V , |V | < ∞, the cover
time C(G) = maxu∈V Cu, where Cu is the expected number of steps needed by the simple
random walk starting from vertex u to visit all the vertexes of G. We prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 1. Let n,m → +∞. Let p = p(m,n) > 0 and c = c(m,n) > 1 be such that
np = Θ(1), c = O(1) and
(2) mp(1− (1− p)n−1) = c lnn and (c− 1) lnn→∞.
Then with high probability the cover time of a random walk on G (n,m, p) is
(3) (1 + o(1)) · ln
(
np
ln
(
c−1
c
(enp − 1) + 1)
)
· np
1− e−np · cn lnn.
In an earlier paper [14], the O(lnn) upper bound on the mixing time of G (n,m, p) has
been shown for the model’s parameters p = 4m−1 lnn and m = nα, where α ≤ 1 is fixed.
Note that for m = nα, α ≤ 1, the connectivity threshold is at p = m−1 lnn. Interestingly,
[14] lowerbounds the conductance, but of the related bipartite graph (see B (n,m, p) in
Section 2 below) instead of G (n,m, p). In Theorem 1 we concentrate on the case where
m  n lnn therefore the range of parameters n,m, p considered here does not intersect
with that of [14].
The result presented in Theorem 1 concerns theoretical model of affiliation networks.
In what follows we would like to compare this result with known results concerning net-
works with independent links (Erdo˝s–Re´nyi random graph). Note that under assump-
tions of the Theorem 1 G (n,m, p) is just above the connectivity threshold. Indeed, for
np = Θ(1) the quantities (1−p)n−1 and e−np are O(n−1) close. It is convenient to represent
the connectivity threshold in terms of the edge density (i.e., the probability that u, v ∈ V
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are adjacent in G(n,m, p)). We denote by pI the edge density of G(n,m, p). A simple cal-
culation shows that pI = 1−(1−p2)m = mp2(1+O(p2)). Furthermore, at the connectivity
threshold (1) the edge density pI approximately equals (1 − e−np)−1np(n−1 lnn) =: pˆI .
Note that the latter expression differs by the factor (1 − e−np)−1np > 1 from the edge
density n−1 lnn that defines the connectivity threshold for the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random graph
on n vertexes, see [10].
For the edge density pI defined by formula (2) we have pI = (c+O(n
−1))pˆI . Further-
more (c − 1) lnn → +∞ implies that pI > pˆI . Moreover, we obtain from (3) that the
random intersection graph with edge density pI = cpˆI , c > 1, has the cover time
(4) (1 + o(1))λcpˆIn
2, where λ = ln
(
np
ln
(
c−1
c
(enp − 1) + 1)
)
.
It is interesting to compare (3) with the respective cover time of the Erdo˝s - Re´nyi random
graph G(n, q). While comparing two different random graph models (both just above their
respective connectivity thresholds) one may set the reference point to be a connectivity
threshold. Then (4) is compared with the cover time of G(n, q) for the edge density q
being just above the connectivity threshold qˆB = n
−1 lnn. The cover time of G(n, cqˆB),
c > 1, as n→ +∞ is given by the formula, see [5],
(5) (1 + o(1)) ln(c/(c− 1))cqˆBn2.
Interestingly, λ = λ(np, c) is always less than ln(c/(c − 1)) (we show this in Sect 4.2
below). Furthermore, we have λ(np, c) → ln(c/(c − 1)) as np → 0. The later fact is not
surprising as G(n,m, p) is the union of iid random cliques V(w), w ∈ W . For np→ 0 the
absolute majority of the cliques are either empty or induce a single edge of G(n,m, p).
Therefore in this range G(n,m, p) starts looking similar to a union of iid edges. But a
union of iid edges represents the Ero˝s-Re´nyi random graph.
On the other hand, in the case where edge densities of G(n,m, p) and G(n, q) are the
same, the cover time of G(n,m, p) is always larger than G(n, q). To see this we set the edge
density of G(n, q) to be q = cpˆI = c¯qˆB, c > 1, where we write for short c¯ = np(1−e−np)−1c.
By (5), the cover time of G(n, c¯qˆB) is
(1 + o(1)) ln(c¯/(c¯− 1))c¯qˆB = ln(c¯/(c¯− 1))cpˆI .
In Section 4.2 below we show that λ > ln(c¯/(c¯ − 1)). Therefore, given the edge density
(namely, cpˆI = c¯qˆB, c > 1), the cover time of the random intersection graph is always
larger than that of the binomial graph. This can be explained by the fact that the
abundance of cliques in G(n,m, p) may slow down the random walk considerably. It is
interesting to trace the relation between the ratio λ/ ln(c¯/(c¯−1)) and the expected size of
the typical clique np = E|V(w)|. In Figure 1 we present a numerical plot of the function
np→ λ(np, c)/ ln(c¯/(c¯− 1)) for 0 ≤ np ≤ 30 and c = 1.1, c = 2 and c = 10.
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Figure 1: The plot of np→ λ(np, c)/ ln(c¯/(c¯− 1)).
From a technical point of view the main reason that makes the cover times so different
is that at the connectivity thresholds the degree distributions of G (n,m, p) and G(n, q)
(and consequently the stationary distributions of respective random walks) differ a lot.
Therefore we believe that results on the degree distribution of G (n,m, p) obtained in
Sect.3 below are interesting in its own right as they give an insight into the structure of
random intersection graphs.
1.4 Outline of the proof
We conclude this section with the outline of the proof. In the proof we use heuristics
developed in works of Cooper and Frieze [5, 6]. However in the case of random intersection
graphs we need to develop some new results in order to understand the behavior of a
random walk on graphs with more clustering.
First we discuss that with high probability G (n,m, p) has certain properties which are
listed in Section 2. We call an intersection graph with such properties typical.
In Section 3 we establish the properties of the degree distribution that, in fact, define
the cover time asymptotics (3). We study the degree distribution in an interesting regime,
where np = Θ(1). This makes the analysis more interesting and technically involved.
In the following sections we consider the simple random walk Wu on a typical G
starting at a vertex u ∈ V . Given G and u we denote by Cu the expected time taken for
the walk to visit every vertex of G. Here we use ideas from [6]. In particular, in order to
get an upper bound on Cu, we use equation (42) of [6]
(6) Cu ≤ t+ 1 +
∑
v
∑
s≥t
PrG {As(v)} , for each u ∈ V and all t ≥ T ,
where T is an integer and PrG {As(v)} is probability that Wv on a given graph G does
not visit v in steps T, T + 1, . . . , s. For the lower bound we need to establish the second
moment of the number of unvisited vertexes by time t. For that we need to evaluate
PrG {As(v) ∩ As(v′)}.
In particular in Section 4 we concentrate on approximating the values PrG {As(v)}
and PrG {As(v) ∩ As(v′)}. For that we study the expected number of returns of a random
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walk. We note that in contrast to the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph the typical vertex of G(n,m, p)
may belong to quite a few small cycles. This makes our analysis of the return probabilities
far more involved and interesting.
Finally, in Section 5, combining the results of Sections 3 and 4, we establish matching
upper and lower bounds for the cover time that hold uniformly over the typical graphs.
2 Typical graphs
2.1 Intersection graphs - notation
In order to define needed properties we first introduce some notation. For any graph G
we denote by E(G) its edge set. We remark that the intersection graph G (n,m, p) with
the vertex set V and attribute set W is obtained from the bipartite graph B (n,m, p)
with bipartition (V ,W), where each vertex v ∈ V and each attribute w ∈ W are linked
independently and with probability p. Any two vertexes u, v ∈ V are adjacent in the
intersection graph whenever they share a common neighbor in the bipartite graph. By
G and B we denote realized instances of random graphs G (n,m, p) and B (n,m, p) and
always assume that G is defined by B. For convenience, edges in B we call links. Cycles
in B we call B–cycles. It is easy to see that for k ≥ 3 any B-cycle v1w1v2 . . . wk−1vkwkv1
(vi ∈ V , wi ∈ W) defines the cycle v1v2, . . . vkv1 in G. Furthermore, any induced cycle
v1v2 . . . vkv1 (k ≥ 3) in G is defined by some B–cycle v1w1v2 . . . wk−1vkwkv1. Note that
in G there might be many other cycles besides those defined by B–cycles. We denote by
dist(v, v′) the distance between v and v′ in G. We additionally set notation:
the set of attributes of v ∈ V , which contribute to at least one edge in G
W ′(v) = {w ∈ W(v) : |VG(w)| ≥ 2};
the set of vertexes which have attribute w
V(w) = {v ∈ V : w ∈ W(v)}};
the set of neighbors of a vertex v ∈ V and the set of neighbors of S ⊆ V
N (v) = {v′ ∈ V \ {v} :W(v) ∩W(v′) 6= ∅}, N (S) =
⋃
v∈S
N (v) \ S.
Furthermore, for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . we denote by Ni(v) the set of vertexes at distance i from
v in G. So that N0(v) = {v} and |N (v)| = |N1(v)| =: deg(v) is the degree of v ∈ V .
We denote by D(k) the number of vertexes of degree k in G and D(k, i) the number of
vertexes v of degree k such that |W ′(v)| = i. Let
SMALL = {v : |W ′(v)| ≤ 0.1 lnn} and LARGE = V \ SMALL.
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Vertices belonging to SMALL (LARGE) we call small (large). Let
d0 = mp(1− (1− p)n−1), d1 = nmp2, ∆ = dmax{4d0, 12d1}e.
Note that d0 = E|W ′(v)|, d1 is the approximate expected degree and np = Θ(1) implies
(7) d0  d1  ∆  lnn.
In our calculations we will frequently use the fact that
mp(1− e−np) = d0(1 +O(n−1)) = (1 +O(n−1))c lnn.
By PrG and EG we denote the conditional probability and expectation given G. By c′, c′′
we denote positive constants that can be different in different places. Throughout the
proof the inequalities hold for n large enough. If it does not influence the result, we
consequently omit b·c and d·e for the sake of clarity of presentation.
2.2 Typical intersection graphs
Lemma 2. Let m,n → +∞. Assume that conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then there
exists a constant a? > 0 that may depend on the sequences {p(m,n)} and {c(m,n)},
but not on n,m such that with high probability G (n,m, p) and B (n,m, p) have properties
P0–P8 listed below.
Proof. The proofs of the most of the properties listed below are either known (for example
P0) or standard. Their proofs are to be found in Appendix. Property P8 is shown in
Section 3 and P2 is proved in the accompanying paper [17].
P0 G is connected and has at least one odd cycle.
P1
∣∣∣|E(G)| − n2mp22 ∣∣∣ ≤ n1/2 lnn.
P2
min
S,|S|≤n/2
e(S, S¯)
2e(S,S) + e(S, S¯) >
1
50
,
where, for any S ⊆ V , e(S,S) is the number of edges induced by set S and e(S, S¯)
is the number of edges between S and V \ S.
P3 For all v ∈ V we have |W ′(v)| ≤ ∆ and deg(v) ≤ ∆.
P4 Each adjacent pair v, v′ ∈ V shares at most max{2np; 4} lnn
ln lnn
common neighbors.
P5 Every v ∈ V has at least |W ′(u)|−1 neighbors in G. Every v ∈ LARGE has at least
(lnn)/11 neighbors in G.
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P6 For every v and 1 ≤ i ≤ a? lnn/ ln lnn each vertex from Ni(v) has at most two
neighbors in Ni−1(v).
P7 Any two small vertexes are at least a? lnn/ ln lnn links apart. Each small vertex
and each B–cycle of length at most a? lnn/ ln lnn are at least a? lnn/ ln lnn links
apart. Any two B–cycles of length at most a? lnn/ ln lnn are at least a? lnn/ ln lnn
links apart.
P8 Introduce the numbers
(8) D¯(k, i) =
{
k
i
}
k!
(mpe−np)i(np)kn1−c, D¯(k) =
k∑
i=1
D¯(k, i).
Here c is from (2) and
{
k
i
}
denotes Stirling’s number of the second kind. We remark
that D¯(k), D¯(k, i) are approximations to ED(k), ED(k, i), see (9) below. Define
K1 = {1 ≤ k ≤ 20 : D¯(k) ≤ ln lnn};
K2 = {21 ≤ k ≤ ∆ : D¯(k) ≤ (lnn)2};
K3 = {1, 2, . . . ,∆} \ (K1 ∪K2).
P8a For k ∈ K1 we have D(k) ≤ (ln lnn)2, for k ∈ K2 we have D(k) ≤ (lnn)4, and
for k ∈ K3 we have 12D¯(k) ≤ D(k) ≤ 32D¯(k).
P8b If (c− 1) ≥ ln−1/3 n then D(k) = 0 for all k ≤ ln1/2 n.
P8c Define
i0 = d(c− 1) lnne, k0 = di0 ·max{10 enp(enp − 1), 2}e,
I = {k : i0 ≤ k ≤ k0 and D¯(k, i0) ≥ i20}.
Let D?(k, i0) be the number of vertexes v ∈ V such that |W ′(v)| = i0, deg(v) = k,
and v is at distance at least lnn/(ln lnn)3 from any other vertex v′ ∈ V with
|W ′(v′)| = i0. We have I 6= ∅ and D?(k, i0) ≥ D¯(k, i0)/2 for k ∈ I.
We call an instance G of G (n,m, p) typical if it has properties P0-P8.
3 Vertex degrees in G (n,m, p)
In this section we study vertex degrees in G (n,m, p) and prove that with high probability
G (n,m, p) has property P8. We consider vertexes v ∈ V with degrees at most ∆ and
with |W ′(v)| ≤ ∆. Note that ∆ ≤ c′ lnn for some constant c′ > 0, see (7).
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In the proof of P8 we will use the first moment and the second moment method.
Therefore we will need to establish the expected value and the variance of the number of
vertexes with degree k. First we will prove that uniformly in i ≤ k ≤ ∆
(9) ED(k, i) = D¯(k, i)
(
1 +O(n−1 ln4 n)
)
and ED(k) = D¯(k)
(
1 +O(n−1 ln4 n)
)
.
We will not study directly the variance of D(k). Instead we will consider an auxiliary
random variable
D′′(k) =
k∑
i=ik
D(k, i), where ik := min{1; dk/ ln lnne} for k = 1, 2, . . . ,∆.
(Note that in a connected G for each vertex v of degree k ∈ [1, ln lnn] we have |W ′(v)| ≥
1 = ik.) And then we will prove that
Var(D′′(k)) = E(D′′(k)(D′′(k)− 1)) + ED′′(k)− (ED′′(k))2(10)
= (ED′′(k))2O(n−0.9) +O(n−1 ln3 n) + ED′′(k).
We might consider D′′(k) instead of D(k) as
(11) Pr
{∀v ∈ V we have 1 ≤ deg(v) ≤ ∆ and ideg(v) ≤ |W ′(v)| ≤ deg(v)} = 1− o(1)
which we will prove as well.
After establishing the first and the second moment of D(k) and D′′(k), resp., we will
proceed with the proof of the fact that G (n,m, p) with high probability has property P8.
In the proofs we use in several places the following relations for 1 ≤ t < i ≤ k and
1 ≤ h ≤ k − i+ 1
(12)
(
k
i
)
ik−i
2
≥
{
k
i
}
≥
{
k
t
}
k2(t−i),
{
k
i
}
≥ ih−1
{
k − h+ 1
i
}
≥ ih−1
{
k − h
i− 1
}
.
The first inequality is shown in [15]. The second one is equivalent to
{
k
j
}
/
{
k
j−1
} ≥ k−2,
j ≥ 1, which follows from the fact that j → {k
j
}
/
{
k
j−1
}
decreases, see [4], combined with{
k
k
}
/
{
k
k−1
}
=
(
k
2
)−1
. The third and fourth inequalities follow by multiple application of
the recursion relation
{
n+1
r
}
= r
{
n
r
}
+
{
n
r−1
}
.
3.1 Configurations in B (n,m, p) and their probabilities
Note that v ∈ V has degree k in G if in B by which it is defined there are sets N (v) ⊂ V
and W ′(v) ⊂ W such that: all attributes from W ′(v) are linked to v, each attribute from
W ′(v) is linked to some vertex inN (v) and is not linked to any vertex from V\(N (v)∪{v}),
each vertex from N (v) is linked to some attribute inW ′(v). In order to prove (9) we need
to count probabilities of such configurations in B (n,m, p).
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For the purpose of establishing these probabilities we introduce some notation. No-
tation introduced in Section 3 do not extend to other sections. By Ai, A
′
i and Bk, B
′
k we
denote subsets ofW and V of sizes i and k respectively. In what follows it is convenient to
think of Bk and Ai as realised neighborhoods N (v) = Bk and W ′(v) = Ai of some v ∈ V
(B′k and Aj refer to respective neighborhoods of another vertex u ∈ V). We say that Ai
covers Bk if each node from Bk is linked to some vertex from Ai in B(n,m, p). For i ≤ k
we call Ai a cover of Bk if Ai covers Bk and no proper subset of Ai covers Bk (note that
Ai may cover Bk not being a cover of Bk). A cover Ai is an economic cover (e-cover) if
there are exactly k links between Ai and Bk. The probability that Ai is an e-cover of Bk
is
(13) (1− p)ik−kp¯k,i, where p¯k,i =
{
k
i
}
i!pk.
For At ⊂ Ai consider a configuration of links between Ai and Bk such that At is an e-cover
of Bk and each node belonging to Ai\At is linked to a single vertex from Bk. We call such
a configuration basic (Ai/Bk basic configuration). Let AAi,Bk = {B(n,m, p) contains an
Ai/Bk basic configuration as a subgraph} and denote by p∗k,i = Pr{AAi,Bk} its probability.
For i ≤ k we have
(14) (1− p)ik−kp¯k,i ≤ p∗k,i ≤ p¯k,i + δk,i, where δk,i =
i−1∑
t=1
(
i
t
){
k
t
}
t!pk(kp)i−t.
The first inequality is obvious and the second one follows by the union bound:
(
i
t
)
counts
e-covers At ⊂ Ai of size t,
{
k
t
}
t! counts configurations of k links between At and Bk that
realize e-cover At. Furthermore, k
i−t upper bounds the number of ways to link members
of Ai \ At to arbitrary vertexes of Bk. Note that δk,i is negligible compared to p¯k,i. By
(12),
(15) δk,i ≤ p¯k,i
i−1∑
t=1
(
i
t
)
(k3p)i−t ≤ p¯k,i
(
(1 + k3p)i − 1) ≤ c′′p¯k,iik3p.
Hence, we have uniformly in 1 ≤ i ≤ k ≤ ∆ that
(16) p∗k,i = p¯k,i(1 +O(n
−1 ln4 n)).
For v ∈ V \ Bk define the event Av,Ai,Bk =
{
each node from Ai is linked to v, there are
no links between Ai and V \ (Bk ∪ {v}), and none element of W \Ai belongs to W ′(v)
}
.
Its probability
p′k,i := Pr{Av,Ai,Bk} = pi(1− p)i(n−k−1)(1− p+ p(1− p)n−1)m−i(17)
= pie−inpe−d0(1 +O(n−1 ln2 n)).
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Similarly, for Bk, B
′
k, Ai, Aj and u 6= v such that (Bk∪B′k)∩{u, v} = ∅ and Ai∩Aj = ∅
the probability that events Av,Ai,Bk and Au,Aj ,B′k occur simultaneously
p′k,i,j(0) := Pr{Av,Ai,Bk ∩Au,Aj ,B′k} = pi+j(1− p)(i+j)(n−k−1)
(
(1− p)2 + 2p(1− p)n−1)m−i−j.
Note that Bk and B
′
k may intersect. Here ((1−p)2 + 2p(1−p)n−1)m−i−j is the probability
that none element fromW\(Ai∪Aj) belong toW ′(v)∪W ′(u). Furthermore, for |Ai∩Aj| =
r ∈ {1, 2} and v ∈ B′k, u ∈ Bk the probability Pr{Av,Ai,Bk ∩ Au,Aj ,B′k} is at most
p′k,i,j(r) := p
i+j(1− p)(i+j−2r)(n−k−1)((1− p)2 + 2p(1− p)n−1)m−i−j+r.
We remark that p′k,i,j(r) ≤ c′p′k,i,j(0), for r = 1, 2 and
(18) p′k,i,j(0) = p
i+je−(i+j)npe−2d0(1 +O(n−1 ln2 n)) = p′k,ip
′
k,j(1 +O(n
−1 ln2 n)).
3.2 Proof of (9)
We start with proving the first part of (9). Let v ∈ V and 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Given Ai,
Bk ⊂ V \ {v}, we have Pr{W ′(v) = Ai, N (v) = Bk} = p∗k,ip′k,i. By the union rule,
pk,i := Pr{W ′(v)| = i, |N (v)| = k} =
(
n− 1
k
)(
m
i
)
p∗k,ip
′
k,i(19)
=
{
k
i
}
(np)k
k!
(
mpe−np
)i
e−d0
(
1 +O(n−1 ln4 n)
)
.
In the last step we invoked (13), (16), (17) and used the approximations(
n− 1
k
)
=
nk
k!
(
1 +O(k2/n)
)
,
(
m
i
)
=
mi
i!
(
1 +O(i2/m)
)
,(20)
Finally, using (19) we evaluate the expectation
ED(k, i) = npk,i = D¯(k, i)
(
1 +O(n−1 ln4 n)
)
.
Now we show the second part of (9). We split
(21) ED(k) =
∑
1≤i≤k
ED(k, i) +R, R =
∑
r≥1
ED(k, k + r)
and we prove that R = ED(k, k)O(n−1 ln2 n). Given r ≥ 1, v ∈ V and Bk ⊂ V \ {v},
any instance B favouring the event |W ′(v)| = k + r, N (v) = Bk contains an Ak/Bk basic
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configuration for some Ak. In addition, there is A
′
r ⊂ W \Ak such that W ′(v) = Ak ∪A′r.
Hence, the probability p∗k = Pr{|W ′(v)| > k, N (v) = Bk} is at most
(22)
(
m
k
)∑
r≥1
(
m− k
r
)
p∗k,kp
′
k,k+r(pk)
r.
Here
(
m
k
)(
m−k
r
)
counts pairs Ak, A
′
r and (pk)
r upper bounds the probability that each
node from A′r is linked to some vertex from Bk. Using (22) we bound
(23) R = n
(
n− 1
k
)
p∗k ≤ n
(
n− 1
k
)(
m
k
)
p∗k,kp
′
k,kR
′,
where
(24) R′ ≤
∑
r≥1
(
m− k
r
)
p′k,k+r
p′k,k
(pk)r ≤
∑
r≥1
(mp2k)r = O(n−1 ln2 n).
Here we used p′k,k+r ≤ prp′k,k. From the first part of (9),(19), (23), (24) we obtain R =
O(n−1 ln2 n)ED(k, k). This combined with (21) and the first part of (9) imply the second
part of (9).
3.3 Proof of (11)
Let
X =
∑
ln lnn<k≤∆
ik−1∑
i=1
D(k, i), Y =
∆∑
k=1
∑
r≥1
D(k, k + r).
We will prove that for some ε > 0 (depending on the sequence np = Θ(1)) we have
(25) EY = O(n−ε) and EX = O(ln−10 n).
Now we prove the first part of (25). (21) combined with the first relation of (9) imply
EY = O(n−1 ln2 n)
∑
1≤k≤∆ D¯(k, k). Here∑
1≤k≤∆
D¯(k, k) = n1−c
∑
k≥1
(nmp2e−np)k/k! ≤ n1−cenmp2e−np .
Invoking mp(1 − e−np)(1 + O(n−1)) = c lnn, see (2), we write the right side in the form
n1−cenp(e
np−1)−1c lnn(1 + O(n−1 lnn)). For np = Θ(1) this quantity is O(n1−ε) for some
ε > 0, since the ratio np/(enp−1) < 1 is bounded away from 1. Hence EY = O(n−ε ln2 n).
Now we prove the second bound of (25). By (9),
ED(k, i) ≤ 2D¯(k, i) ≤ (ke)
iik−2i
k!
(mpe−np)i(np)kn1−c =: f(k, i).
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Here we used 2
{
k
i
} ≤ (k
i
)
ik−i, see (12), and
(
k
i
) ≤ (ke/i)i. The inequality f(k, i +
1)/f(k, i) ≥ 1 implies that i→ f(k, i) increases for 1 ≤ i < ik. Hence,
(26)
∑
1≤i≤ik−1
ED(k, i) < ikf(k, ik).
Note that our assumptions np = Θ(1) and (2) imply np ≤ c1 and mpe−np ≤ c2 lnn for
some c1, c2 > 0. Using these inequalities we estimate, for k ≤ ∆ ≤ c′ lnn,
ln
(
ikf(k, ik)
) ≤ ik + ik ln k + (k − 2ik + 1) ln ik + ik ln(c2 lnn) + k ln c1 − ln k!
= − ln k! + k ln ik +O(k) = −k ln ln lnn+O(k).
Combining the latter bound with (26) we obtain
EX ≤
∑
k>ln lnn
ikf(k, ik) ≤
∑
k>ln lnn
e−0.5k ln ln lnn = o(ln−10 n).
Finally, we observe that P0, P3 and (25) imply (11).
3.4 Proof of (10)
Here we upper bound the variance VarD′′(k). Given {u, v} ⊂ V , let p′′− be the probability
that |W ′(u) ∩W ′(v)| ≥ 3 and p′′+ be the probability that deg(u) = deg(v) = k, |W ′(u) ∩
W ′(v)| ≤ 2 and ik ≤ |W ′(u)| ≤ k, ik ≤ |W ′(v)| ≤ k. We have
(27) n(n− 1)p′′+ ≤ E
(
D′′(k)(D′′(k)− 1)
)
≤ n(n− 1)(p′′+ + p′′−),
where p′′− ≤
(
m
3
)
p6 ≤ c′n−3 ln3 n is negligible. Let us evaluate p′′+. We split
(28) p′′+ =
∑
0≤r≤2
∑
ik≤i,j≤k
pk,i,j(r),
where pk,i,j(r) stands for the probability of the event
(29) {|W ′(u)| = j, |W ′(v)| = i, |W ′(u) ∩W ′(v)| = r, deg(u) = deg(v) = k}.
We show below that uniformly in 1 ≤ ik ≤ i, j ≤ k ≤ ∆
(30) pk,i,j(0) = pk,ipk,j
(
1 +O
( lnn
n
))
, pk,i,j(r) ≤ O(n−r+0.1)pk,ipk,j, r = 1, 2.
From (9), (27), (28) and (30) we obtain (10)
E(D′′(k)(D′′(k)− 1)) = (ED′′(k))2(1 +O(n−0.9)) +O(n−1 ln3 n).
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We are left with showing (30). Let r = 0. For u 6= v, Bk, B′k, Ai, Aj such that (Bk ∪B′k)∩
{u, v} = ∅ and Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ we have
Pr
{AAi,Bk ∩ AAj ,B′k ∩ Av,Ai,Bk ∩ Au,Aj ,B′k} = p∗k,ip∗k,jp′k,i,j(0).
Summing over Ai, Aj with Ai∩Aj = ∅ and over (not necessarily distinct) Bk, B′k we obtain
pk,i,j(0) =
(
n− 1
k
)2(
m
i
)(
m− i
j
)
p∗k,ip
∗
k,jp
′
k,i,j(0) = pk,ipk,j
(
1 +O(n−1 ln2 n)
)
.
In the last step we used (18) and (19).
Let r = 1. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k we split pk,i,j(1) =
∑
0≤h≤k−1 pk,i,j(1, h), where pk,i,j(1, h)
is the probability of the event (29) intersected with the event that w = Ai ∩ Aj has h
neighbors in V \ {u, v}. We have
pk,i,j(1, h) ≤ m
(
m− 1
i− 1
)(
m− i
j − 1
)
·
(
n− 2
h
)(
n− h− 2
k − h− 1
)2
(31)
· php∗k−h−1,i−1p∗k−h−1,j−1 p′k,i,j(1).
The first line counts triplets {w}, Ai, Aj such that {w} = Ai ∩Aj and triplets Bh, Bk, B′k
such that u ∈ Bk ⊂ V \ {v}, v ∈ B′k ⊂ V \ {u} and Bh ⊂ Bk ∩B′k. Furthermore, ph is the
probability that w is linked to each vertex of Bh, p
∗
k−h−1,i−1 is the probability that Ai\{w}
covers Bk \ (Bh ∪ {u}), p∗k−h−1,j−1 is the probability that Aj \ {w} covers B′k \ (Bh ∪ {v}).
For h = k−1 we put p∗0,s := (p(k−1))s so that p∗0,i−1 (p∗0,j−1) upper bounds the probability
that Bk \ {u} covers Ai \ {w} (B′k \ {v} covers Aj \ {w}).
Now we show that
(32) p∗k−h−1,i−1 ≤ c′
{
k
i
}
(i− 1)!
ih
pk−h−1, 0 ≤ h < k − 1, and p∗0,i ≤
{
k
i
}
ii−k(pk)i−1.
The second inequality follows from
{
k
i
}
ii−k ≥ {i
i
}
= 1. To prove the first one we use the
bound, cf. (14),
(33) p∗l,j ≤
j∧l∑
t=1
(
j
t
){
l
t
}
t!pl(pl)j−t, j, l ≥ 1.
Let h < k− 1. Let moreover τ = (i− 1)∧ (k− h− 1). For τ = i− 1 we obtain from (14),
(15) that
p∗k−h−1,i−1 = p¯k−h−1,i−1(1 + o(1)) ≤ c′
{
k − h− 1
i− 1
}
(i− 1)!pk−h−1.
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Now the inequalities
{
k
i
} ≥ ih{k−h
i
} ≥ ih{k−h−1
i−1
}
, see (12), imply (32). For τ = k− h− 1
we apply (33) and invoke
{
τ
t
} ≤ t2(τ−t){τ
τ
}
= t2(τ−t), see (12). We obtain
p∗k−h−1,i−1 ≤ pτ
τ∑
t=1
(
i− 1
t
)
t!τ 2(τ−t)(pτ)i−t−1.
Then using pτ 3 = o(1) we upper bound the right side by
pτ (pτ)i−τ−1(i− 1)!
τ∑
t=1
(pτ 3)τ−t ≤ c′pτ (pτ)i−τ−1(i− 1)!.
Furthermore, we multiply the right side by
{
k
i
}
ii−k ≥ 1, see (12), and use pτi ≤ 1 to get
(32). Proof of (32) is complete.
In the next step we invoke (32) in (31) and apply (20). We obtain
pk,i,j(1, h) ≤ c′mi+j−1 (np)
2k
(k!)2
{
k
i
}{
k
j
}
p′k,i,j(1)S
∗
k,i,j(h) ≤ c′′pk,ipk,jS∗k,i,j(h),(34)
where
S∗k,i,j(h) :=
((k)h+1)
2
h!(np)h+2(ij)h
, h < k−1, and S∗k,i,j(k−1) :=
k!k
(np)k+1
(pk)i+j−2ii−kjj−k
(i− 1)!(j − 1)! .
In the last step of (34) we used p′k,i,j(1) ≤ c′p′k,i,j(0) ≤ c′′p′k,ip′k,j, see (18), and (19). A
calculation shows that
∑
0≤h≤k−1 S
∗
k,i,j(h) = O(n
0.1) uniformly in ik ≤ i, j ≤ k ≤ c′ lnn.
Furthermore, we have p′k,i,j(1) ≤ c′p′k,i,j(0) ≤ c′′p′k,ip′k,j, see (18). Hence, (34) imply (30)
for r = 1. For r = 2 the proof of (30) is much the same.
3.5 Proof of P8
Now we prove P8a and P8b. We sketch only the proof of P8c. In view of (11) it suffices
to show that P8 holds for D′′(k).
Proof of P8a. The second part of P8a follows from (9) by Markov’s inequality. To prove
the first part we show that
1− Pr
{1
2
D¯(k) ≤ D′′(k) ≤ 3
2
D¯(k), k ∈ K3
}
≤ Pr{∪k∈K3Bk} ≤
∑
k∈K3
Pr{Bk} = o(1).
Here we write for short Bk = {|D′′(k)− D¯(k)| > D¯(k)/2}. The first two inequalities are
obvious. To prove the last bound we show that Pr{Bk} ≤ O(n−0.9) + 2/D¯(k). From (9),
(25) we obtain
|D¯(k)− ED′′(k)| ≤ |D¯(k)− ED(k)|+ EX + EY = O(n−1 ln2 n)D¯(k) +O(ln−9 n).
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For k ∈ K3 we have 0.9 ≤ ED′′(k)/D¯(k) ≤ 1.1. Now, by Chebyshev’s inequality and (10),
Pr{Bk} ≤ Pr{|D′′k − ED′′(k)| ≥ D¯(k)/3} ≤ O(n−0.9) + 1.1/D¯(k).
Proof of P8b. We need to show that Pr{deg(v) > ln1/2 n, ∀v ∈ V} = 1− o(1). In view of
P5 it suffices to prove that p0 := Pr{∃v ∈ V : |W ′(v)| < 2 ln1/2 n} = o(1). Note that each
|W ′(v)| has binomial distribution with mean d0 = c lnn, see (2). By the union bound and
Chernoff’s inequality, see (2.6) in [10], we have
p0 ≤ nPr
{
|W ′(v)| ≤ 2d0√
lnn
}
≤ n exp
{
−
(
1− 2√
lnn
+
2√
lnn
ln
2√
lnn
)
d0
}
= o(1).
Proof of P8c. Let us prove that I 6= ∅. We begin with showing auxiliary inequality (35),
see below. Given y > 0, q > 1 and integer i > 1, let r = di+ iqye. We have
∑
k≥r
{
k
i
}
yk
k!
≤ y
i
i!
∑
k≥r
(yi)k−i
(k − i)! ≤
yi
i!
(yi)r−i
(r − i)!
q
q − 1 ≤
yi
i!
(e/q)r−i√
2pi
√
r − i
q
q − 1 .
In the first step we use
{
k
i
} ≤ (k
i
)
ik−i. In the second step we upper bound the series by
the geometric series 1 + q−1 + q−2 + · · · using the fact that the ratio of two consecutive
terms is at most q−1. The last inequality follows by Stirling’s approximation. Choosing
q = 2e we upper bound the right side by yi/(2i!). Combining this bound with the identity∑
k≥i
{
k
i
}
yk/k! = (ey − 1)i/i! and inequality ey − 1 > y we obtain for any r ≥ di+ i2eye
(35)
r∑
k=i
{
k
i
}
yk
k!
≥ (e
y − 1)i
i!
− 1
2
yi
i!
≥ 1
2
(ey − 1)i
i!
.
For i = i0, r = k0 and y = np this inequality implies
(36)
k0∑
k=i0
D¯(k, i0) ≥ 1
2
(mp(1− e−np))i0
i0!
n1−c ≥ 1 +O(i0/n)
2e
√
i0
(c lnn
i0
)i0
.
In the second step we used (2) and Stirling’s approximation. Furthermore, by the assump-
tion (c− 1) lnn→ +∞, we have for large n that c/(c− 1) ≥ (c lnn)/i0 > 2c/(2c− 1). We
conclude that the right side of (36) grows exponentially in i0. This proves I 6= ∅.
Let D?(k) = D(k, i0) − D?(k, i0). Using similar techniques to those used already in
this section we may prove that
p1 := Pr{D(k, i0) ≥ 0.8D¯(k, i0), ∀k ∈ I} = 1− o(1),(37)
p2 := Pr
{
D?(k) < 0.3D¯(k, i0),∀k ∈ I
}
= 1− o(1).(38)
(37) and (38) imply P8c.
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It remains to prove (37) and (38).
Proof of (37). By (9) we have i20 ≤ D¯(k, i0) ≤ 1.1ED(k, i0), k ∈ I. Combining the
union bound and Chebychev’s inequality we obtain
1− p1 ≤
∑
k∈I
Pr
{
D(k, i0) < 0.88ED(k, i0)
} ≤∑
k∈I
70
Var(D(k, i0))
(ED(k, i0))2
= o(1).(39)
In the last step we used ED(k, i0) ≥ i20/1.1 and invoked the approximation
Var(D(k, i0)) =
(
ED(k, i0)
)2
O(n−0.9) +O(n−1 ln3 n)) + ED(k, i0),
which is shown using the same argument as in (27), (30), (10) above.
Proof of (38). We show below that ED?(k) ≤ c′D¯(k, i0) ln−3 n. Then combining the
union bound and Markov’s inequality we obtain
1− p2 ≤
∑
k∈I
Pr
{
D?(k) ≥ 0.3D¯(k, i0)
} ≤ c′′|I| ln−3 n = o(1).(40)
Given k we upper bound ED?(k) by the expected number of vertex pairs v 6= u such
that |W ′(v)| = |W ′(u)| = i0, deg(v) = k and dist(u, v) ≤ ln /(ln lnn)3. The pairs with
different intersection sizes |W ′(v) ∩W ′(u)| = r will be counted separately.
For r = 1 the expected number of pairs is upper bounded by
n(n− 1) ·
(
m
i0
)(
n− 2
k − 1
)(
m− i0
i0 − 1
)
· pi0(1− p)i0(n−k−1)p∗k,i0(41)
· (p(1− p)(1− (1− p)n−2)i0−1 · ((1− p)2 + 2p(1− p)n−1)m−2i0+1.
Here n(n−1) counts ordered pairs v 6= u. (m
i0
)(
n−2
k−1
)(
m−i0
i0−1
)
counts non intersecting subsets
Ai0 , Ai0−1 ⊂ W and Bk ⊂ V \ {v} with u ∈ Bk that can realise W ′(v), W ′(u) \ W ′(v)
and N (v) respectively. Furthermore, p∗k,i0 = Pr{AAi0 ,Bk} and pi0(1 − p)i0(n−k−1) is the
probability that all elements of Ai0 are linked to v and none to V \ (Bk ∪ {v}). Next,(
p(1− p)(1− (1− p)n−2)i0−1 is the probability that each element of Ai0−1 is linked to u,
none to v and each has more than one neighbor in B. Finally, (p(1−p)(1− (1−p)n−2)i0−1
is the probability that none element of W \ (Ai0 ∪ Ai0−1) belongs to W ′(v) ∪W ′(u).
Using (13), (16), see also (17), we show that (41) is at most D¯(k, i0)k
d
i0−1
0
(i0−1)!e
−d0(1 + o(1)).
Next we bound
d
i0−1
0
(i0−1)! ≤
d
i0
0
i0!
and use Stirling’s approximation to i0!. We have
(42)
di00
i0!
e−d0 ≤
(d0
i0
)i0
ei0−d0 ≤
( c
c− 1
)1+(c−1) lnn
e1−lnn ≤ c′ lnn
n
( c
c− 1
)(c−1) lnn
.
In the last step we used c/(c− 1) = o(lnn). Furthermore, for c > 1, c = Θ(1) there exists
ε > 0 such that (c/(c− 1))c−1 < e1−ε uniformly in n,m (because x→ (1 +x−1)x increases
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for x > 0 and approaches e as x→ +∞). Hence, the right side is bounded by n−ε/2. We
conclude that for r = 1 the expected number of pairs is at most c′′D¯(k, i0)n−ε/3.
For r = 2 we similarly upper bound the expected number of pairs by c′′D¯(k, i0)n−ε/3.
For r ≥ 3 the expected number of pairs is at most n(n − 1)p′′− ≤ c′n−1 ln3 n ≤
c′′D¯(k, i0) ln
−4 n, for k ∈ I.
For r = 0 we consider separately the pairs that are in the distance dist(u, v) = t ∈
{2, 3, . . . }. For t = 1, the expected number of pairs is at most
n(n− 1)
(
n− 2
k
)(
m
i0
)(
m− i0
i0
)
· pi0(1− p)i0(n−k−1)p∗k,i0(43)
·(p(1− p))i0((1− (1− p)n−2)i0−1((1− p)2 + 2p(1− p)n−1)m−2i0 · (mnp2)t−2ki0p.
Here n(n − 1) counts ordered pairs v 6= u, (n−2
k
)
counts sets Bk ⊂ V \ {u, v} that
realise N (v), (m
i0
)(
m−i0
i0
)
counts non-intersecting pairs Ai, A
′
i ⊂ W that realise W ′(v),
W ′(u). Furthermore, (mnp2)t−2ki0p upper bounds the number of paths connecting Bk
with A′i and having 2t − 1 links. Proceeding as in (41), (42) we upper bound (43) by
c′′D¯(k, i0)
d
d0
0
i0!
e−d0 lnt n, where d
d0
0
i0!
e−d0 ≤ n−ε/2. Hence (43) is at most c′′D¯(k, i0)n−ε/3.
4 Probability of the first visit of a vertex
Given a connected graph G on the vertex set V , let Wu be the simple random walk
starting from u ∈ V . Let T > 0 and t ≥ T . In this section we will study the probability
of the event At(v) that Wu does not visit v in steps T, T + 1, . . . , t. For that we need to
introduce some additional notions.
Let P
(t)
u (v) = Pr{Wu(t) = v}, where Wu(t) denotes the vertex visited at time t =
0, 1, 2, . . . (so that P
(0)
u (u) = 1). Assuming that G admits a stationary distribution
pi = {piv, v ∈ V} (i.e., limt→+∞ P (t)u (v) = piv, for all u, v ∈ V) we have piv = deg(v)|E(G)|−1.
Given integer T > 0 and v ∈ V , let
RT,v(z) =
T−1∑
j=0
Pr{Wv(j) = v}zt, z ∈ C.
In the following lemma we consider a sequence of connected graphs {Gn}, where n is
the number of vertexes of Gn. We assume that each graph admits a stationary distribution
pi = pi(n). Furthermore, we assume that T = T (n) is such that, for t ≥ T
(44) max
u,v∈V
∣∣∣P (t)u (v)− piv∣∣∣ ≤ n−3.
The following lemma was proved in [6]. It is stated there as Corollary 7.
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Lemma 3. Suppose that T = T (n) satisfies (44) and
(i) there exist Θ > 0, C0 > 0 and n0 > 0 such that uniformly in n > n0 we have
min
|z|≤1+(C0T )−1
|RT,v(z)| ≥ Θ,
(ii) T 2piv = o(1) and Tpiv = Ω(n
−2).
Then there exists
(45) pv =
piv
RT,v(1)(1 +O(Tpiv))
such that for all t ≥ T
(46) Pr{At(v)} = 1 +O(Tpiv)
(1 + pv)t
+ o(e−t/(2C0T )).
We note that the bounds O(Tpiv) and o(e
−t/(2C0T )) in (45) and (46) hold uniformly in
u, v and n > n0, provided that conditions (i), (ii) hold uniformly in v and n > n0.
4.1 The expected number of returns
Let G be an instance of the random intersection graph G (n,m, p) and consider the sim-
ple random walk Wv on G starting from v ∈ V . We concentrate on RT,v(z) for such
random walk (in order to determine PrG {At(v)}) and its variant which will be helpful
in establishing PrG {At(v) ∩ At(v′)}. Let ri = PrG {Wv(i) = v} be the probability that
the walk returns to v at time i (so that Wv(0) = v implies r0 = 1). We remark that
z → RT,v(z) =
∑T−1
i=0 riz
i is a random function depending on the realised graph G. Fur-
thermore given a pair of vertexes x, y of G that are in a distance at least 20, we denote
by Gκ the graph obtained from G by merging x and y. Here κ = {x, y} represents the
new vertex obtained from the merged pair. We denote by deg(κ) = deg(x) + deg(y)
the degree of κ. In Gκ we consider the simple random walk Wκ starting from κ. Let
RT,κ(z) = RT,x,y(z) =
∑T−1
i=0 r¯iz
i, where r¯i = PrG {Wκ(i) = κ}. Furthermore, let τv (τκ)
be the time of the first return ofWv (Wκ) to v (κ) in the interval [1,+∞). In the lemma
below we assume that m,n, p satisfy conditions of Theorem 1.
Lemma 4. Let C0 > 0. Assume that T = T (n,m)→∞ and T = o(ln3 n). We have with
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high probability
sup
|z|≤1+(C0T )−1
|RT,v(z)| = 1 +O(ln−1 n) ∀ v ∈ V,(47)
sup
|z|≤1+(C0T )−1
|RT,x,y(z)| = 1 +O(ln−1 n) ∀x, y ∈ V with dist(x, y) ≥ 20,(48)
RT,v(1) = 1 + p¯v +O(ln
−2 n), where p¯v = PrG {τv ≤ T − 1}  ln−1 n,(49)
RT,x,y(1) = 1 + p¯κ +O(ln
−2 n), where p¯κ = PrG {τκ ≤ T − 1}  ln−1 n,(50)
deg(κ)
1 + p¯κ
=
deg(x)
1 + p¯x
+
deg(y)
1 + p¯y
+O(deg(κ) ln−2 n).(51)
Furthermore, (47), (49), respectively, (48), (50), (51) hold uniformly in v ∈ V, respec-
tively, uniformly in x, y ∈ V satisfying dist(x, y) ≥ 20.
Proof. We establish (47-51) for G having properties P1-P8, see Lemma 2.
Proof of (47). We have
∣∣|RT,v(z)| − 1∣∣ ≤ |∑T−1i=1 rizi| and for |z| ≤ 1 + (C0T )−1
(52)
∣∣∣T−1∑
i=1
riz
i
∣∣∣ ≤ T−1∑
i=1
ri|z|i ≤ (1 + (C0T )−1)T R˜ ≤ eC−10 R˜, R˜ :=
T∑
i=1
ri.
We show below that R˜ = O(ln−1 n) +O(T ln−5 n) uniformly in v ∈ V . Note that R˜ is
the expected number of returns to v of the random walk Wv in the time interval [1, T ].
We begin with an observation, denoted (O), about random walks on directed graph
with the vertex set {0, 0, 1, 2, 3}, where 3 is an absorbing state.
(O) Assume, that the transitional probabilities p0,3 = p0,3 = p1,3 = p0,2 = 0 and 0 <
p0,0, p0,1, p1,2, p2,1, p2,3 < 1 are fixed. The walk starts at 0 and it is allowed to make t steps.
Then for any t, the expected number of returns to 0 before visiting 2 is maximized if we
choose
p0,0 = 1, p0,1 = p0,2 = p1,0 = p2,0 = 0, p1,0 = 1− p1,2, p2,0 = 1− p2,1 − p2,3.
Case (1). Assume that N1(v) ∪ · · · ∪ N7(v) contains no small vertexes. The random
walk W′(i) = min{7, dist(v,Wv(i)} moves along the path of length 7 and has the state
space {0, 1, . . . , 7}. Its transitional probabilities satisfy inequalities
(53) p′j+1,j ≤ c′/ lnn, p′j,j ≤ c′/ ln lnn, 0 ≤ j ≤ 6,
where c′ is an absolute constant. Indeed, by P6, every u ∈ Nj+1(v) is adjacent to at
most two vertexes from Nj(v). Now P5 implies p′j+1,j = O(ln−1 n). Furthermore, by
P4, each of these vertexes shares with u at most a?(lnn)/ ln lnn common neighbors from
Nj+1(v). In addition, by P7, there can be at most 2 vertexes in Nj+1(v) adjacent to u
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Figure 2: Transition from walk W to W′′ in Case (1).
and having no common neighbors with u located in Ni(v). Therefore, every u ∈ Nj+1(v)
can have at most 2 + 2a?(lnn)/ ln lnn neighbors in Nj+1(v) altogether. Now P5 imply
p′j+1,j+1 = O(1/ ln lnn), for 0 ≤ j ≤ 5. Finally, we obviously have p′0,1 = 1.
The random walk W′ is lazy: it may stay at state j > 1 for several consecutive steps.
Let W′′ be the fast random walk defined by W′ as follows: W′′ only makes a step when
W′ changes its state. In the latter case the moves ofW′ andW′′ coincide. Its transitional
probabilities
(54) p′′0,1 = p
′′
7,6 = 1, p
′′
j+1,j = p
′
j+1,j/(1− p′j,j) for 0 ≤ j ≤ 5 and p′′i,i = 0 ∀i.
We have R˜ = R′ ≤ R′′, where R′ and R′′ denote the expected numbers of returns to 0
within the first T steps of respective random walks W′ and W′′. We split R′′ = R′′1 +R
′′
2,
where R′′1 is the expected number of returns to 0 before the first visit of 7. We have
R′′1 ≤ EGX, where X is the number of backward steps made byW′′ before visiting 7. The
inequality p′′j+1,j ≤ c′(1 + o(1))/ lnn, see (53), (54), implies
PrG{X = k} ≤ ((6c′ + o(1))/ lnn)k, k ≥ 0.
Hence EGX = O(ln−1 n) and we obtain R′′1 = O(ln
−1 n). Furthermore, after visiting 7 the
random walkW′′ moves to 6. Starting from 6 the walk may visit 0 before visiting 7 again,
we call such event a success. The probability of success is O(ln−6 n) see, e.g., formula (30)
in [6]. The expected number of successes within the first T steps of the random walk is at
most O(T ln−6 n). Hence R′′2, the expected number of returns to 0 after the first visit of
7, is at most O
(
T (1 + R′′1) ln
−6 n
)
. Here R′′1 accounts for the returns to 0 after a success
and before visiting 7 again. We conclude that R˜ ≤ R′′1 +R′′2 = O(ln−1 n) +O(T ln−6 n).
Case (2). Assume that Nk+1(v) contains a small vertex, say v, for some 0 ≤ k ≤ 5.
Note that, by P7, there is no other small vertex in G within the distance O(ln lnn) from
v. Now we define W′(i) = min{7, dist(v,Wv(i))}, for Wv(i) 6= v, and put W′(i) = k,
for Wv(i) = v. It is a random walk on the state space Sk = {0, 1, . . . , k, k, k + 1, . . . , 7}.
Furthermore, let W′′ be the corresponding fast random walk on Sk: W′′ only makes a
step when W′ changes its state and in the latter case the moves of W′ and W′′ coincide.
Arguing as in (53), (54) we obtain the corresponding inequalities for the transitional
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Figure 3: Random walks W′′ and W∗ in Case (2) with k = 0.
probabilities pi,j of W
′′
(55) pk,k, pr,k, pj,j−1 ≤ c′/ lnn, r = k + 1, k + 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 6.
Note that pk,k, pk,k, pj,j+1 > 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ 6. Furthermore, we have pk,r, pr,k > 0 whenever v
has a neighbor in Nr(v), r = k + 1, k + 2. Moreover, we have p7,6 = 1 and pj,j = 0 for all
j ∈ Sk. Finally, p0,1 = 1 for k > 0 and p0,1 + p0,1¯ = 1 for k = 0. All the other transitional
probabilities pi,j are zero. From now on we consider the cases k = 0 and k ≥ 1 separately.
Assume that k = 0, i.e., v ∈ N1(v). Let W∗ be the random walk on S0 starting from
0 and with transitional probabilities p?i,j = pi,j for each (i, j) ∈ S0 × S0, but
(56) p∗0,0 = 1, p
∗
0,r = p
∗
r,0 = 0, p
∗
r,0 = pr,0 + pr,0, r = 1, 2.
We have R˜ = R′ ≤ R′′ ≤ R∗, where R′, R′′ and R∗ denote the expected numbers of
returns to 0 within the first T steps of respective random walks W′, W′′ and W∗. The
last inequality follows from observation (O). Let us consider the first T steps of W∗. We
split R∗ = R∗2 + R
∗
3, where R
∗
2 (R
∗
3) denotes the expected number of returns to 0 before
(after) the first visit to 2. From (55), (56) we easily obtain that R∗2 = O(ln
−1 n). After
visiting 2 the walk W∗ moves to 3 with probability at least 1 − 2c′/ lnn and it moves
towards 0 with probability at most 2c′/ lnn. In the latter case the random walk will be
back at 2 after perhaps visiting 0 and the expected number of visits to 0 before returning
to 2 is at most 1 + R∗2. Hence, the expected number of returns to 0 after visiting 2 and
before visiting 3 is at most O((1+R∗2) ln
−1 n) = O(ln−1 n). Next we consider random walk
W∗ restricted to the path {2, 3, . . . , 7}, where 2 and 7 are reflecting states. Assuming that
the walk starts at 2 we add the expected number of at most O(ln−1 n) visits to 0 after
each return to 2. Proceeding as in Case (1) we estimate R∗3 ≤ O(ln−1 n) +O(T ln−5 n)
Assume that 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. We follow the movements of W′′ on the subset S∗k =
{0, 1, . . . , k, k + 2, . . . 7} ⊂ Sk and only register a move when the walk changes its state
in S∗k . The walk moves along the path S
∗
k and has left and right reflecting states 0 and 7.
From (55) we obtain that it moves right (from each state but 7) with probability at least
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Figure 4: Random walks in Case (2) with k = 2.
1− 2c′ ln−1 n. Arguing as in Case (1) we show that the expected number of returns to 0
within the first T steps is O(lnn) +O(T ln−5 n). Obviously, it is an upper bound for R˜.
Case (3). For k = 6, i.e., v ∈ N7(v), the set N1(v) ∪ · · · ∪ N6(v) contains no small
vertex. The argument used in Case (1) yields the bound R˜ = O(lnn−1) +O(T ln−5 n).
Proof of (48). We proceed as in (52). Using the fact that R¯ :=
∑T
i=1 r¯i is the expected
number of returns to κ of the random walk Wκ in the time interval [1;T ] we show that
R¯ = O(ln−1 n) +O(T ln−5 n).
Note that the vertex sets Nx := N1(x) ∪ · · · ∪ N9(x) and Ny := N1(y) ∪ · · · ∪ N9(y),
defined by G, do not intersect since x and y are at distance at least 20. We paint vertexes
of Nx red and those of Ny blue. While Wκ stays in Nx (respectively Ny) we call Wκ red
(respectively blue). The path drawn by red random walk corresponds to that ofWx in Nx
and the path drawn by blue random walk corresponds to that ofWy in Ny (the walk may
change its color after every visit to κ). For 1 ≤ i ≤ 9 we denote by Ni(κ) = Ni(x)∪Ni(y)
the set of vertexes at distance i from κ in Gκ. Note that Nx ∪ Ny may contain at most
two small vertexes, by P7. Therefore, at least one of the sets Ni(κ), i = 7, 8, 9 has no
small vertexes. Assume it is N7(κ) (the cases i = 8, 9 are treated in the same way).
Now we analyse the blue and red walks similarly as in the proof of (47) above. At
the moment of the first visit of N7(κ) by Wκ the expected number of returns to κ is
O(ln−1 n). Indeed, the number of returns is the sum of returns of the red and the blue
walks. But the expected number of returns of the red walk before it reaches N7(x) is the
same as that of Wx in G. This number is O(ln−1 n), see Cases (1), (2) above. Similarly,
the expected number of returns of the blue walk before it reaches N7(y) is O(ln−1 n).
After the first visit of N7(κ) the random walk Wκ stays in a distance at least 7 from κ
until it makes the first move from N7(κ) to N6(κ). This move can be red or blue. A
red (blue) move is successful if continuing from N6(x) (N6(y)) the red (blue) walk visits
κ before visiting N7(κ) again. The probability of success is O(ln−5 n), see Cases (1), (2)
above. Note that after a successful visit to κ and before visiting N7(κ) again the walk
Wκ may return several times to κ, but the expected number of such returns is O(ln−1 n).
Hence, each success occurs with probability O(ln−5 n) and it adds 1 +O(ln−1 n) expected
number of returns to κ. The expected number of successes in the time interval [1, T ] is
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at most O(T ln−5 n). Therefore R¯ = O(ln−1 n) +O(T ln−5 n).
Proof of (49), (50). We only show (49). The proof of (50) is much the same. Let Zv(t)
be the number of returns of Wv to v in the time interval [t, T − 1]. We define Zv(t) ≡ 0
for t ≥ T . Let I{τv≤T−1} be the indicator of the event τv ≤ T − 1. We have
RT,v(1) = 1 + EGZv(1) and EGZv(1) ≤ R˜ = O(ln−1 n).
The last bound is shown in the proof of (47) above. Note that I{τv≤T−1} ≤ Zv(1) implies
p¯v ≤ EGZv(1) = O(ln−1 n). Furthermore, P3 implies PrG(τv = 2) ≥ 1/∆ and (7) implies
1/∆  ln−1 n. Now from the inequality p¯v ≥ PrG(τv = 2) we obtain p¯v  ln−1 n.
Let us prove the first relation of (49). The identity
Zv(1) = I{τv≤T−1}Zv(1) = I{τv≤T−1}(1 + Zv(τv + 1))
implies EGZv(1) = p¯v + Rˆ, where Rˆ = EGI{τv≤T−1}Zv(τv + 1) = O(ln−2 n). Indeed,
Rˆ =
T−1∑
i=1
EGI{τv=i}Zv(i+ 1) =
T−1∑
i=1
PrG{τv = i}EGZv(i+ 1) ≤ p¯vEGZv(1) = O(ln−2 n).
Here we used EGZv(i) ≤ EGZv(1), for i ≥ 1.
Proof of (51). Let qx = deg(x)/ deg(κ) and qy = deg(y)/ deg(κ) be the probabilities
that the first move of Wκ is red and blue respectively. Let Ax be the event that the first
return ofWx in the time interval [1, T −1] occurs before the first visit to N7(x). Similarly
we define the events Ay and Aκ. Define the probabilities p¯
′
u = PrG
{{τu ≤ T −1}∩Au} for
u = x, y,κ. The relations PrG{Au} = 1 − O(T ln−5 n) (which are shown using the same
argument as (47), (48)) imply p¯u = p¯
′
u + O(T ln
−5 n) for u = x, y,κ. Now the identity
p¯′κ = qxp¯
′
x + qyp¯
′
y implies p¯κ = qxp¯x + qyp¯y + O(T ln
−5 n). Combining this identity with
relations
(1 + p¯u)
−1 = 1− p¯u +O(p¯2u) = 1− p¯u +O(ln−2 n), u = x, y,κ
we obtain
1
1 + p¯κ
=
qx
1 + p¯x
+
qy
1 + p¯y
+O(T ln−5 n) +O(ln−2 n).
4.2 Probability of the first visit by time (3)
Here for any typical G and any u, v ∈ V we evaluate the probability that the simple
random walk Wu starting from u ∈ V does not visit v after time T and before time
(3). We choose T = Θ(lnn) satisfying (44) and Lemma 3 (ii). By P1, P2, P3, such
T = Θ(lnn) exists and it does not depend on particular instance G, see [18].
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We write the principal term of (3) in the form λmn2p2 and approximate it by
(57) t0 = λ0mn
2p2 and t1 = λ1mn
2p2.
Here
(58) λ = ln
np
ln (a+ 1)
, λ1 = ln
np
ln (Aa+ 1)
, λ0 = (1 + εn)λ
and
A = exp
(
10 ln lnn
(c− 1) lnn
)
, a =
c− 1
c
(enp − 1), εn = ln lnn
lnn
.
In Fact 5 we collect several observations about λ’s. The proof is given in Appendix B.
Fact 5.
(i) λ > 0 is bounded away from 0 by a constant.
(ii) λ ≤ 2 ln lnn.
(iii) If (c− 1) ≤ (lnn)−1/3 then λ ≥ (ln lnn)/4.
(iv) λ = Θ
(
1 + | ln(c− 1)|).
(v) λ1 = (1 + o(1))λ.
(vi) ln(cκ/(cκ− 1)) < λ < ln(c/(c− 1)), where κ = np(1− e−np)−1.
Note that inequalities λ1 < λ < λ0 (the first one follows as A > 1) and Fact 5 (v) imply
t1 < λmn
2p2 < t0 and t1 = (1− o(1))t0 
(
1 + | ln(c− 1)|)n lnn.
Now we show that whp we have uniformly in v, x, y ∈ V with dist(x, y) ≥ 20
PrG {Ati(v)} = e− deg(v)λi/(1+p¯v)
(
1 + o(1)
)
+ o(n−3)(59)
≥ e− deg(v)λi(1 + o(1))+ o(n−3),
PrG {At1(x) ∩ At1(y)} = PrG {At1(x)}PrG {At1(y)} (1 + o(1)) + o(n−3).(60)
We recall that p¯v = O(lnn) is defined in (50).
Proof of (59). From P1, P3 and (45), (49) we obtain for T = O(lnn) that
piv = deg(v)/
(
2|E(G)|) = deg(v)(mn2p2)−1(1 +O(n−1/2)) = O(n−1),(61)
pv = piv(1 + p¯v)
−1(1 +O(ln−2 n)) = piv(1 +O(ln
−1 n)).(62)
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Combining these relations and using P3 and Fact 5 (ii) we obtain
(63) tipv =
λi deg(v)
1 + p¯v
(1 +O(ln−2 n)) =
λi deg(v)
1 + p¯v
+O
( ln lnn
lnn
)
.
Furthermore, (61), (62) imply
(64) (1 + pv)
ti = eti ln(1+pv) = etipv+O(tip
2
v) = etipv
(
1 +O(ti/n
2))
)
.
Finally, we apply Lemma 3 with C0 = 1 (condition (i) of Lemma 3 holds by (47)) and
derive (59) from (46), (63) and (64). Note that in this step we estimate the remainder
term of (46), e−t1/(2C0T ) = o(n−3).
Proof of (60). We use the observation of [6] that At1(x)∩At1(y) = At1(κ), where At1(κ)
is the event that the same random walk Wu, when considered in Gκ, does not visit
the vertex κ of Gκ in steps T, T + 1, . . . , t1. We recall that Gκ is obtained from G by
merging vertexes x and y into one vertex denoted κ. Therefore, PrG {At1(x) ∩ At1(y)} =
PrG {At1(κ)}. Proceeding as in the proof of (59) (see also remark below) we show that
(65) PrG {At1(κ)} = e−λ1 deg(κ)/(1+p¯κ)(1 + o(1)) + o(n−3).
Furthermore, combining (59) with (65) and using (51) we obtain
PrG {At1(κ)} = PrG {At1(x)}PrG {At1(y)} (1 + o(1)) + o(n−3)
thus showing (60). We remark that (65) refers to the random walk in Gκ starting at u.
We note that the expansion property P2 extends to Gκ and, therefore, Lemma 3 applies
with the same (mixing time) T . The only difference is that now we verify condition (i) of
in Lemma 3 using (48) instead of (47).
Finally, we note that p¯v = O(ln
−1 n) implies λ0/(1 + p¯v) ≥ λ. Thus by (63), (64) we get
(66) (1 + pv)
−t0 = (1 + o(1))e−λ0 deg(v)(1+p¯v)
−1 ≤ (1 + o(1))e−λdeg(v).
5 Cover Time
In this section we consider the simple random walk Wu on typical G starting at a vertex
u ∈ V . Given G and u we denote by Cu the expected time taken for the walk to visit
every vertex of G. We show that whp t1 ≤ Cu ≤ t0(1 + o(1)). In the proof we choose
T = Θ(lnn) satisfying conditions (44) and Lemma 3(ii) and use the short-hand notation
x = mpe−np and y = npe−λ, y1 = npe−λ1 .
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5.1 Upper bound
For each u ∈ V and all t ≥ T we have, see (42) of [6] that
(67) Cu ≤ t+ 1 +
∑
v
∑
s≥t
PrG {As(v)} .
For t0 and λ defined in (57), (58), we have by Lemma 3, see also (47),∑
v∈V
∑
s≥t0
PrG {As(v)} ≤ (1 + o(1))
∑
v
∑
s≥t0
((1 + pv)
−s + o(e−s/(2C0T )))
= (1 + o(1))
∑
v
((1 + pv)
−t0 1
1(1 + pv)−1
+ o(n−1)
= (1 + o(1))
∑
v
mn2p2
deg(v)
e−λdeg(v) + o(n−1)
= (1 + o(1))
∑
k
D(k)
mn2p2
k
e−λk + o(n−1).
In the third line we used (61), (62), and (66). We show below that the sums
Si :=
∑
k∈Ki
D(k)
1
k
e−λk = o(1), i = 1, 2, 3.
These bounds imply
∑
v∈V
∑
s≥t0 PrG {As(v)} = o(t0). Now (67) yields Cu ≤ t0 +1+o(t0).
We first estimate S1, S2. For (c− 1) ≤ (lnn)−1/3 we have, by Fact 5(iii) and P8a,
S1 ≤ 20(ln lnn)2e− 14 ln lnn = o(1), S2 ≤ ∆(lnn)4e− 214 ln lnn = o(1).
For (c− 1) ≥ (lnn)−1/3 we have, by P8a, P8b and Fact 5(i),
S1 + S2 ≤ ∆(lnn)4 1
(lnn)1/2
e−λ(lnn)
1/2
= o(1).
Now we estimate S3. By property P8,
(68) S3 ≤ 3
2
∆∑
k=1
D¯(k)
1
k
e−λk ≤ 3
2
n1−c
∞∑
i=1
(mpe−np)i
∞∑
k=i
{
k
i
}
k · k! (npe
−λ)k.
To estimate the inner sum we use the following inequalities shown in Appendix B below.
Fact 6. For y > 0 we have
∑∞
k=i
{
k
i
}
yk
k!·k ≤ i+1i2·i! (e
y−1)i
y
≤ 4 (ey−1)i
(i+1)!y
. For 0 < ey − 1 < 1/2
we have
∑∞
k=i
{
k
i
}
yk
k!·k ≤ 32 1i!·i (e
y−1)i+1
y
≤ 3 (ey−1)i+1
(i+1)!y
.
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For ey − 1 < 1/2 we obtain from (68) using Fact 6 that
S3 ≤ 4.5n1−c
∞∑
i=1
(ey − 1)i+1
y(i+ 1)!
xi =
4.5
xy
n1−c
∞∑
i=1
((ey − 1)x)i+1
(i+ 1)!
≤ 4.5
xy
n1−ce(e
y−1)x.
Furthermore, relations
(69) x(enp − 1) = (1 +O(n−1 lnn))c lnn and enpe−λ − 1
enp − 1 =
c− 1
c
,
see (2) and (58), imply n1−ce(e
y−1)x = 1 + o(1). Finally, we establish the bound S3 = o(1)
by showing that xy → +∞. For small y > 0 satisfying ey−1 < 1/2 we have 2y > (ey−1).
Now (69) implies
2xy > x(ey − 1) = x(enp − 1)(c− 1)/c = (1 + o(1))(c− 1) lnn→ +∞.
For ey − 1 ≥ 1/2 we obtain from (68) using the first inequality of Fact 6 that
S3 ≤ 6n1−c
∞∑
i=1
(ey − 1)i
y(i+ 1)!
xi ≤ 6
xy(ey − 1)n
1−ce(e
y−1)x =
6
xy(ey − 1)(1 + o(1)).
Now the right side is O(x−1) = o(1), since y(ey − 1) ≥ (ln(3/2))/2 is bounded away from
zero. This completes the proof of the upper bound.
5.2 Lower bound
Here we define a large set of special vertexes S and show that with high probability some
vertexes from S are visited byWu only after time t1, i.e., in the last phase before covering
all the vertexes.
For i0, k0 and D¯(k, i0) defined in P8, let
I1 = {k : i0 ≤ k ≤ k0 and D¯(k, i0) > k−20 ekλ1}, I0 = {i0, i0 + 1, . . . , k0} \ I1.
Note that k−20 e
kλ1 > i20 since λ1 = (1 + o(1))λ is bounded away from 0 and i0  k0. Hence
I1 ⊂ I, where I is from P8. Define the set of special vertexes
S =
{
v ∈ V : |W ′(v)| = i0, deg(v) ∈ I1, min
v′:|W ′(v′)|=i0,v′ 6=v
dist(v, v′) ≥ lnn
(ln lnn)3
}
and let X be the number of vertexes in S that are not visited in steps T, T + 1, . . . , t1.
Note that I1 ⊂ I implies |S| =
∑
k∈I1 D
?(k, i0), see P8.
We show below that EGX = Ω(ln9 n) and EGX2 − (EGX)2 = o((EGX)2) uniformly over
typical G and u ∈ V . These bounds yield PrG {2X > EGX} → 1, by Chebyshev’s inequal-
ity. Hence whp X = Ω(ln9 n). As the number of vertexes visited within the first T steps
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is at most T = O(lnn) we will find in S at least X − T = Ω(ln9 n) vertexes unvisited by
the time t1. Thus Cu ≥ t1.
Let us prove that EGX = Ω(ln9 n). It follows from (59) and P8c that
EGX =
∑
v∈S
PrG {At1(v)} = (1 + o(1))
∑
k∈I1
D?(k, i0)e
−kλ1 + o(1)
≥
(1
2
+ o(1)
)∑
k∈I1
D¯(k, i0)e
−kλ1 + o(1).
We write the sum
∑
k∈I1 D¯(k, i0)e
−kλ1 in the form(∑
k≥i0
−
∑
k≥k0
−
∑
k∈I0
)
D¯(k, i0)e
−kλ1 =: S∗ − S∗0 − S∗1
and show that S∗ = Ω(ln9 n) and S∗i = o(1), i = 0, 1. The bound S
∗
1 ≤ |I0|k−20 = o(1) is
obvious. Let us prove that S∗0 = o(1). In the proof we use inequalities
(70)
{
k
i0
}
1
k!
≤ (ke)
i0ik0
i2i00
ek0
kk0(k − k0)! ≤
(k0e)
i0
i2i00
ek0ik00
kk00 (k − k0)!
ik−k00 .
The second inequality follows by k0 ≤ k. To get the first one we combine the inequalities{
k
i0
}
≤
(
k
i0
)
ik−i00 ≤ (ke)i0ik−2i00 and k! ≥ (k − k0)!(k/e)k0
that follow from (12),
(
k
s
) ≤ (ke/s)s and k!/(k − s)! ≥ (k/e)s respectively (the last
inequality follows by induction on s). From (70) we obtain
D¯(k, i0)e
−kλ1 ≤ e
i0
nc−1
(
xk0
i20
)i0 (ei0y1
k0
)k0 (i0y1)k−k0
(k − k0)! .
Note that the first factor ei0n1−c ≤ e. Now summing over k ≥ k0 gives
S∗0 ≤ e ·
(
xk0
i20
)i0 (ei0y1
k0
)k0
ei0y1 = e ·
(
xey1k0
i20
)i0 (ei0y1
k0
)k0
.
Furthermore, using ey1 = Aa+ 1, y1 ≤ Aa, and the first relation of (69) we upper bound
S∗0/e by
(71)
(
(1 +O(n−1 lnn))
enp − 1
c
c− 1
k0
i0
(Aa+ 1)
)i0
·
(
ei0
k0
Aa
)k0
.
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Now assume that c − 1 ≤ (ln lnn)2/ lnn. In this case our condition (c − 1) lnn → +∞
implies Aa+ 1 = O(1). Using i0  k0 we upper bound (71) by
(
Θ(1)
)i0+k0 ( 1
c− 1
)i0
(Aa)k0 =
(
Θ(1)
)k0Ak0(c− 1)k0−i0 = o(1).
In the first step we used a/(c − 1) = Θ(1). In the last step we used k0 − i0  k0 and
Ak0 = O(eO(ln lnn)). This shows S∗0 = o(1).
Next, assume that c−1 > (ln lnn)2/ lnn. Using es ≤ 1+2s for small s = 10(ln lnn)/((c−
1) lnn) we bound A ≤ 1 + 2s. Now, the inequality (1 + 2s)(c − 1)/c ≤ 1, which holds
for c = O(1), yields aA ≤ enp − 1. Furthermore, a crude upper bound A ≤ 3/e yields
aA ≤ (enp−1)(c−1)c−1(3/e). Invoking these upper bounds for aA in the first and second
factors of (71) and using (1 +O(n−1 lnn))i0 = 1 + o(1) ≤ 2 we upper bound (71) by
2
(
k0
i0
enp
enp − 1
)i0 (
3
i0
k0
(enp − 1)
)k0 (c− 1
c
)k0−i0
≤ 2
(
i0
k0
enp(enp − 1)
)k0−i0
3k0 = o(1).
In the first step we used (c− 1)/c < 1 and (enp)k0−2i0 ≥ 1. This proves S∗0 = o(1).
Let us prove that S∗ = Ω(ln9 n). By properties of Stirling’s numbers we have
S∗ = n1−cxi0
∑
k≥i0
{
k
i0
}
yk1
k!
= n1−cxi0
(ey1 − 1)i0
i0!
.(72)
Furthermore, using Stirling’s approximation to i0! and invoking the relations
n1−c  e−i0 , ey1 − 1 = A(enp − 1)(c− 1)/c, x(enp − 1) = mp(1− e−np)
we get
S∗  1√
i0
Ai0
(
mp(1− e−np)
i0
c− 1
c
)i0
 1√
i0
Ai0 = Ω(ln9 n).
Finally, we show that EGX2− (EGX)2 = o((EGX)2). We have X(X − 1) =
∑
{u,v}⊂S IuIv,
where Iv denotes the indicator of event At1(v). By (60),
EGIxIy = (1 + o(1))PrG {At1(u)}PrG {At1(v)}+ o(n−3).
Hence EGX(X − 1) = (1 + o(1))(EGX)2. Finally, for EGX → +∞ we obtain
EGX2 − (EGX)2 = EGX(X − 1) + EGX − (EGX)2 = o(EGX)2.
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6 Conclusions
We determined the expected cover time of a random walk in random intersection graph
G (n,m, p) above its connectivity threshold. Our results were compared with correspond-
ing results obtained for Erdo˝s–Re´nyi random graph model. This comparison led us to
conclusion that the presence of clustering and specific degree distribution in affiliation
networks delay the covering of the network by a random walk (with relation to the ran-
dom walk on G(n, q) with corresponding edge density).
We studied the random intersection graph model introduced by Karon´ski at al. in [11].
However various different random intersection graph models have been studied since,
for example, in the context of security of wireless sensor networks [3, 21] or scale free
networks [1] (see also [2], [8], and [20] for more models and applications). In the context
of obtained results it would be intriguing to study the cover time in other models of
random intersection graphs in order to understand more the relation between clustering,
degree distribution, and the expected cover time of a random walk in real life networks.
Appendix
A Proof of Lemma 2
Before we proceed to the proof of P0-P7 we collect several auxiliary results. In the proof
we use the following version of Chernoff’s inequality, see (2.6) in [10].
Lemma 7. Let X be a random variable with the binomial distribution and expected
value µ, then for any 0 < ε < 1
Pr {X ≤ εµ} ≤ exp (−ψ(ε)µ) , where ψ(ε) = ε ln ε+ 1− ε.
Fact 8. There exists a constant a? > 0 depending on the sequences {p(m,n)} and
{c(n,m)} such that with high probability
(i) any two B–cycles of length at most a? lnn/ ln lnn are at least a? lnn/ ln lnn links
apart from each other.
(ii) any two small vertexes are at least a? lnn/ ln lnn links apart from each other.
(iii) any small vertex is at least a? lnn/ ln lnn links apart from any B–cycle of length at
most a? lnn/ ln lnn.
Fact 9. With high probability there are at most ln3 n B–cycles consisting of 4 links.
Fact 10. With high probability |V(w)| ≤ lnn
ln lnn
max{2, np} for every w ∈ W.
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Proof of Fact 8. Given a? > 0 let j0 := ba? lnn/ ln lnnc.
Proof of (i). The expected number of pairs of B-cycles Ck, Cr of length 2k and 2r which
are connected by a (shortest) path of length i ≥ 1 (links) containing i1 internal vertexes
and i2 internal attributes (those outside Ck and Cr) is at most
(73)
(
n
k
)(
m
k
)
p2k
(
n
r
)(
m
r
)
p2r
(
n
i1
)(
m
i2
)
pi4(k!r!)2i1!i2! ≤ 4nk+r+i1mk+r+i2p2k+2r+i.
Note that i = i1 + i2 + 1 and for i = 1 we have i1 = i2 = 0. Assuming that n ≤ m and
mp ≥ 1 we see that the sum of (73) over 2 ≤ k, r ≤ j0 and 0 ≤ i1 + i2 ≤ j0 is at most
(74)
j0∑
k=2
j0∑
r=2
j0∑
i1=0
j0∑
i2=0
4p(mp)2k+2r+i−1 ≤ 4j40p(mp)5j0 = o(1).
To achieve the last bound we choose a? > 0 sufficiently small. We obtain that the expected
number of pairs of B-cycles of length at most 2j0 that are in the distance d ∈ [1, j0] is
o(1). Hence with high probability we do not observe such a pair.
Next we count pairs of B–cycles Ck, Cr that share at least one vertex or attribute. For
any B–cycle C we denote by VC the set of its vertexes and byWC the set of its attributes.
Let u ∈ (VCr ∪ WCr) \ (VCk ∪ WCk). We can walk from u along Cr in two directions
until we reach the set VCk ∪WCk . In this way we obtain a path belonging to Cr and with
endpoints in VCk ∪ WCk . Internal vertexes/attributes of the path do not belong to Ck.
By i we denote the length of the path (number of links). i1 and i2 are the numbers of
internal vertexes and attributes of the path (i = i1 + i2 + 1, |i1 − i2| ≤ 1). The union of
Ck and the path defines an eared B-cycle. The expected number of such eared cycles is
at most
(75)
(
n
k
)(
m
k
)
p2k
(
n
i1
)(
m
i2
)
pi4k(k!)2i1!i2! ≤ 4knk+i1mk+i2p2k+i
Assuming that n ≤ m and mp ≥ 1 we see that the sum of (75) over 2 ≤ k ≤ j0 and
2 ≤ i ≤ 2j0 is at most
j0∑
k=2
j0∑
i1=1
j0∑
i2=1
4kp(mp)2k+i−1 ≤ 4j40p(mp)4j0 = o(1).
The last bound follows by our choice of a? > 0 in (74). We obtain that the expected
number of eared B-cycles (where the cycle and the ear have at most j0 vertexes and j0
attributes each) is o(1). Hence with high probability we do not observe a pair of Ck, Cr
with 2 ≤ k, r ≤ j0 that share at least one vertex or attribute.
Proof of (ii). Assume that there exist two vertexes v, v′ ∈ SMALL, which are 2t links
apart blue in B for some 2t ≤ j0. Then blue B contains a path vw1v1w2 . . . vt−1wtv′ of
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length 2t and the set (W ′(v) ∪ W ′(v′)) \ {w1, . . . , wt} is of cardinality at most 0.2 lnn.
The number of possible paths of the form vw1v1w2 . . . vt−1wtv′ is at most nt+1mt and
the probability that a path of length 2t is present in B (n,m, p) is p2t. Furthermore,
given the event that the path vw1v1w2 . . . vt−1wtv′ is present, the cardinality of the set
(W ′(v)∪W ′(v′))\{w1, . . . , wt} has the binomial distribution Bin (m− t, 1− (1− p)2). By
Lemma 7, this cardinality is less than 0.2 lnn with probability at most e−1.2 lnn. Indeed,
the binomial distribution has the expected value µ = 2mp + o(1) > 2c lnn > 2 lnn.
Finally, by the union bound the probability that there exist two small vertexes within the
distance j0 (links) is at most
j0/2∑
t=1
nt+1mtp2te−1.2 lnn ≤ j0n(nmp2)j0/2e−1.2 lnn = o(1).
Proof of (iii) is a combination of those of (i) and (ii).
Proof of Fact 9. The expected number of B–cycles consisting of 4 links is at most n2m2p4 =
O(ln2 n). The fact follows by Markov’s inequality.
Proof of Fact 10. For shortness let s = max{2, np}(lnn)/ ln lnn. By the union bound,
Pr {∃w∈W |V(w)| ≥ s} ≤ mPr {|V(w)| ≥ s} ≤ m
(
n
s
)
ps ≤ m
(enp
s
)s
≤ exp (lnm− s ln s+O(s)) = o(1).
Proof of P0-P7.
P0 Any triple of vertexes linked to some w in B(n,m, p) induce the triangle in G(n,m, p).
The degrees of attributes w ∈ W in B(n,m, p) are independent Binomial random variables
with mean pn = Θ(1). Therefore, the maximal degree is greater than 2 whp. Hence
G(n,m, p) contains a triangle whp. For the connectivity property we refer to [16].
P1 Let X be binomial Bin (n, p) random variable and let
Y1 =
∑
w∈W
(|V(w)|
2
)
, Y2 =
∑
w,w′
(|V(w) ∩ V(w′)|
2
)
.
We have, by the inclusion-exclusion argument,
(76) Y1 − Y2 ≤ |E(G (n,m, p))| ≤ Y1.
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Note that Y2 is the number of B–cycles with 4 links. Hence Y2 ≤ ln3 n with high proba-
bility, by Fact 9. Furthermore, as |V(w)|, w ∈ W , are independent copies of X, we obtain
for np = Θ(1) that
EY1 = m
EX(X − 1)
2
= m
n(n− 1)p2
2
= m ·Θ(1) = Θ(n lnn),
VarY1 = m
EX2(X − 1)2 − (n(n− 1)p2)2
2
= m ·Θ(1) = Θ(n lnn).
Now, Chebyshev’s inequality implies Pr{|Y1 − EY1| >
√
EY ln1/4 n} = o(1). This bound
combined with Y2 = O(ln
3 n) and (76) shows P1.
P3 Proof of deg(v) ≤ ∆. Given A ⊂ W of size |A| ≤ 4mp, let Y be the number
of vertexes v ∈ V linked to at least one attribute from A. The random variable Y
has binomial distribution Bin
(
n, 1− (1− p)|A|). Let Y ′ be a random variable with the
distribution Bin (n, 4d1/n). Inequalities (1− p)|A| ≥ (1− p)4mp ≥ 1− 4d1/n imply that Y
is stochastically dominated by Y ′, i.e., Pr{Y > s} ≤ Pr{Y ′ > s}, ∀s > 0. We have
Pr{deg(v) > 12d1} ≤ Pr
{
deg(v) > 12d1
∣∣ |W(v)| ≤ 4mp}+ Pr{|W(v)| > 4mp}
≤ Pr{Y ′ > 12d1}+ Pr{|W(v)| > 4mp}
≤
(
n
d12d1e
)(
4d1
n
)d12d1e
+
(
m
d4mpe
)
pd4mpe
≤
(e
3
)d12d1e
+
(e
4
)d4mpe
= o(n−1).
Now, by the union bound Pr {∃v∈V deg(v) > 12d1} ≤ nPr {deg(v) > 12d1} = o(1). We
conclude that maxv∈V deg(v) > ∆ with high probability.
Proof of |W ′(v)| ≤ ∆. The random variable |W ′(v)| has binomial distribution Bin (m, p∗)
with p∗ = p(1− (1− p)n−1) = d0/m. We have
Pr{|W ′(v)| > 4d0} ≤
(
m
d4d0e
)
pd4d0e∗ ≤
(
emp∗
d4d0e
)d4d0e
= o(n−1).
Hence, Pr {∃v∈V |W ′(v)| > 4d0} ≤ nPr {|W ′(v)| > 4d0} = o(1).
P4 Any pair of adjacent vertexes v, v′ ∈ V share at most two common attributes (other-
wise there were two intersecting B-cycles of length 4, the event ruled out by Fact 8(i)).
Assume that v, v′ share two attributes w,w′. In this case all common neighbors of v, v′
belong to V(w)∪ V(w′) (otherwise there were two intersecting B-cycles of length at most
6). Now P4 follows from Fact 10. Next, assume that v, v′ share only one attribute w. In
this case there might be at most one common neighbor of v, v′ outside V(w) (otherwise
there were two intersecting B-cycles of length at most 6). Hence the number of common
neighbors is at most |V(w)| − 2 + 1 and we obtain P4 from Fact 10.
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P5 If deg(v) ≤ |W ′(v)|−2 then we either find u ∈ V \{v} linked to at least three different
elements ofW ′(v) or we find u1, u2 ∈ V \{v} such that ui is linked to at least two elements
ofW ′(v) for each i = 1, 2. In both cases there is a pair of short B-cycles containing v, the
event ruled out by Fact 8(i). Hence d(v) ≥ |W ′(v)| − 1 with high probability. For a large
vertex v, the latter inequality implies deg(v) ≥ (lnn)/11.
P6 Assume that we find v ∈ V and u∗1, u∗2, u∗3 ∈ Ni−1(v) and u ∈ Ni(v) such that u is
adjacent to each u∗1, u
∗
2, u
∗
3. Vertex u is 2i links apart from v in B. Furthermore, each u∗j
is 2(i− 1) links apart from v and 2 links apart from u, for j = 1, 2, 3. Therefore we find
three distinct shortest paths connecting u and v in B (via u∗1, u∗2 and u∗3). These paths
create at least two short B-cycles close to u. But, by Fact 8(i), there are no such cycles
with high probability.
P7 follows by Fact 8.
B Proof of Facts 5, 6
Proof of Fact 5. Proof of (i). For y > x > 0 we have ln(1+y)−ln(1+x) > (y−x) ln′(1+y),
since x→ ln′(1 + x) is decreasing. We apply ln(1 + y)− (y − x)(1 + y)−1 > ln(1 + x) to
x = a and y = enp − 1 and obtain
ln(1 + a) < np− (1− e−np)/c.
For np = Θ(1) and 1 < c = O(1) we find and absolute constant δ > 0 such that
(1− e−np)/c > δ. Hence λ > ln(np/(np− δ)) is bounded away from zero.
Proof of (ii). (c− 1) lnn→∞ implies a > 2 ln−1 n for large n. Furthermore, ln(x+ 1) ≥
x/2, for 0 < x < 2, implies ln(a+ 1) > ln−1 n. Therefore
λ ≤ ln(np/ lnn) ≤ lnnp+ ln lnn ≤ 2 ln lnn.
Proof of (iii). Using ln(1 + a) ≤ a we bound from below
(77) λ ≥ ln(np/a) = ln cnp
enp − 1 + ln((c− 1)
−1) = O(1) + ln((c− 1)−1).
For c− 1 ≤ ln−1/3 n and large n the right side is at least 4−1 ln lnn.
Proof of (iv). Our assumptions np = Θ(1) and 1 < c = O(1) imply that the lower bound
of ln cnp
enp−1 , denoted by b, is finite. Let us first show that 1 + | ln(c − 1)| = O(λ). For
1 < c < 1.5 and | ln(c − 1)| > 2 max{−b, 0} this relation follows from (77). Otherwise it
follows from (i). Now we show that λ = O(1 + | ln(c− 1)|). For c ≤ min{1.5, (enp− 1)−1}
we have a ≤ 1 and inequality ln(1 + a) ≥ a/2 implies
λ ≤ ln(2np/a) = ln 2cnp
enp − 1 + ln((c− 1)
−1) = O(1) + ln((c− 1)−1).
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For c > min{1.5, (enp − 1)−1} we have a = Θ(1). This implies λ = O(1).
Proof of (v). In view of λ > λ1 it suffices to show that λ ≤ λ1 + o(λ). We firstly assume
that (c− 1) lnn ≤ (ln lnn)2. By the inequalities x(1− x) ≤ ln(1 + x) ≤ x, we have
λ− λ1 = ln ln (aA+ 1)
ln (a+ 1)
≤ ln aA
a(1− a) = lnA− ln(1− a) = lnA+ o(1).
Furthermore,
lnA = ln(c− 1)−1 10
(c− 1) lnn +
10 ln((c− 1) lnn)
(c− 1) lnn = o(ln(c− 1)
−1) + o(1).
In the last step we used (c− 1) lnn→ +∞. We obtain λ− λ1 = o(| ln(c− 1)|+ 1). Now
(v) follows from (iv).
Next we assume that (c − 1) lnn > (ln lnn)2. In this case lnA ≤ 10/ ln lnn. By the
inequality ex − 1 ≤ 2x, for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1/2, we have
A− 1 ≤ 2 lnA ≤ 20/ ln lnn.
Set f(x) = ln ln(ax+ 1). Then f ′(x) = a(ln(ax+ 1))−1(ax+ 1)−1 is a decreasing function,
for x ≥ 0. From this fact and the inequalities A > 1 and a/(1 + a) ≤ ln(1 + a) we obtain
λ− λ1 = ln ln(aA+ 1)− ln ln(a+ 1) = f(A)− f(1)
≤ f ′(1)(A− 1) = 1
ln(a+ 1)
a
1 + a
(A− 1) ≤ A− 1 ≤ 20
ln lnn
= o(λ).
In the last step we used (i).
Proof of (vi). We write for short x = np, b = (c − 1)/c, z = ex. To prove the first
inequality we show that x(cκ− 1)/(cκ) > ln(b(ex − 1) + 1). To this aim we establish the
same inequality, but for the respective derivatives ∂/∂x. Indeed, the derivative of the left
side 1− e−x(1− b) is greater than that of the right side (b(ex − 1) + 1)−1bex because we
have (1− (1− b)z−1)(b(z − 1) + 1) > bz, for 0 < b < 1 and z > 1.
To prove the second inequality we show that x ln−1(b(ex − 1) + 1) < b−1. We have
xb < ln(b(ex − 1) + 1) because the respective inequality holds for the derivatives ∂/∂x.
Proof of Fact 6. We start with auxiliary function fi(t) = t+
∑i
j=1(1−et)jj−1, i = 1, 2, . . . .
Its derivative f ′i(t) = (1− et)i satisfies f ′i(t)(−1)i = (et−1)i > 0, for t > 0. Now fi(0) = 0
implies fi(t)(−1)i > 0 for t > 0 and ∀i. Using this fact we obtain the upper bound
(78) fi(t)(−1)i = (et − 1)ii−1 − fi−1(t)(−1)i−1 ≤ (et − 1)ii−1, t > 0, ∀i.
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Furthermore, the identity ln(1 + x) = −∑j≥1(−x)jj−1 with x = et − 1 implies
(79) fi(t) = ln(1 + x) +
∑
1≤j≤i
(1− et)jj−1 = −
∑
j≥i+1
(1− et)jj−1.
Finally, the well known identity
∑∞
k=i
{
k
i
}
tk
k!
= (e
t−1)i
i!
implies
(80) fi(y)
(−1)i
i!
=
∫ y
0
(et − 1)i
i!
dt =
∑
k≥i
{
k
i
}
yk+1
(k + 1)!
.
The first inequality of Fact 6 is an immediate consequence of (78), (80). The second
inequality of Fact 6 follows from (80) combined with (79). In this case we have
fi(y)
(−1)i
i!
=
(−1)i+1
i!
∑
j≥i+1
(1− ey)j
j
=
(ey − 1)i+1
(i+ 1)!
(
1 + (−1)i+1R
)
,
where R =
∑
k≥1(1−ey)k(i+1)/(i+1+k). Note that |ey−1| < 1/2 implies |R| ≤ 1/2.
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